NoMoreQueue.com Announces the WAP version of its NOW RUNNING Feature
Summary
NoMoreQueue.com has launched the WAP version of its MOVIES NOW RUNNING feature. With
this new (free) feature, mobile users can instantly check out movies that are now running in
the cities that the site is operational in i.e. – Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Pune and Dehradun. Currently the NOW RUNNING feature covers over 600
theatres.
To check out movies now running, mobile users can log on to the WAP version of
NoMoreQueue.com at http://mobile.nomorequeue.com/. Then, they can select movies by city,
date, movie and language and decide. It’s a free service that has been provided to make movie
selection a more user-friendly experience.
Message
Within a couple of months of launching the NOW RUNNING feature, NoMoreQueue.com has
launched its WAP version to make the movie-watching experience more user-friendly for the
moviegoers. This new feature lists all the movies that are now running in Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore, Hyderabad and Pune on the mobile through a WAP version of the
NOW RUNNING feature. Currently the NOW RUNNING feature covers over 600 theatres across
all these cities.
Movie watchers who desire to check the movies NOW RUNNING can log on to
mobile.NoMoreQueue.com through their mobiles and select movie listings by city, date, movie
and language. It’s a free service that has been provided to make movie selection a more userfriendly experience.
‘The WAP version of our NOW RUNNING feature is yet another small gift from the
NoMoreQueue.com to movie viewers,’ says T V Gautham, the CMO of GAP Miners Ltd. ‘Since
most of the time movie watching decisions are made when people are on the move, we
decided to launch our NOW RUNNING feature as a WAP version. We are sure that the market
will appreciate having the popular NOW RUNNING feature on their mobiles.’
NoMoreQueue.com targets to cover another 10 cities in this feature by March 2010 . As
announced earlier, NoMoreQueue.com is willing to provide the ‘Now Running’ information feed
to any movie related, local search and city specific sites for free, since it benefits the moviegoers.

About NoMoreQueue.com
NoMoreQueue.com is a movie ticketing site that aims to be the best movie ticketing site in
India. The site focus is on making the movie experience a pleasant and comfortable one for the
moviegoer. NoMoreQueue.com is a part of GAP Miners. Promoted by people with professional
degrees in engineering, management and finance and experience in relevant areas, GAP
Miners has identified two offerings in the online space – UPto75.com and NoMoreQueue.com an online retail marketing site and ticketing portals for movies and buses. The top
management has strengths in technology, marketing and online space and uses these
strengths to complement one another. To know more about GAP Miners, please visit
www.GAPminers.com www.UPto75.com and NoMoreQueue.com. For more information, please
contact
Harimohan Paruvu, Consultant PR

